We are concerned with obtaining well-calibrated output distributions from regression models. Such distributions allow us to quantify the uncertainty that the model has regarding the predicted target value. We introduce the novel concept of distribution calibration, and demonstrate its advantages over the existing definition of quantile calibration. We further propose a post-hoc approach to improving the predictions from previously trained regression models, using multioutput Gaussian Processes with a novel Beta link function. The proposed method is experimentally verified on a set of common regression models and shows improvements for both distributionlevel and quantile-level calibration.
Introduction
With recent progress in predictive machine learning, many models are now capable of providing outstanding performance with respect to certain metrics, such as accuracy in classification or mean squared error in regression. While such models are suitable for some tasks, they often cannot provide well-quantified uncertainties on the target variables. In this paper we focus on this problem in the regression setting, extending concepts from the well-established framework of probability calibration for classification.
In a classification task, a probabilistic prediction s ∈ [0, 1] for the positive class is calibrated if the following condition holds: among all the instances receiving this same prediction value s, the probability of observing a positive label is s. Having such calibrated outputs is important as they can be interpreted as degrees of uncertainty on the class, hence enabling quantitative approaches towards decision making, such as cost-sensitive classification [33] . However, from simple models (e.g. Naïve Bayes) to complex ones (e.g. (deep) Neural Networks (NNs)), poor calibration is often observed, irrespective of the model's complexity or its probabilistic nature [9, 16] . To mitigate this, several techniques have been proposed to apply post-hoc corrections to the outputs from trained classifiers such as Platt scaling [23] , Isotonic regression [33] , and Beta calibration [16] .
In the setting of regression, calibration has been traditionally defined through predicted credible intervals [7, 3, 14] , where a 0.95 predicted credible level (e.g. conditional quantile) is calibrated if marginally 95% of the true target values are below or equal to it. Having a quantile-calibrated regressor is particularly useful for certain forecasting tasks such as energy usage [7] and supply chain optimisation [12] . Existing approaches which aim to obtain calibrated predictions as part of the training, can be loosely divided into two categories: (i) quantile regression [13] , where it has shown that generalised additive models can be applied to yield better-calibrated quantiles [3] ; (ii) direct application of conditional density estimators [2, 30, 22 ] to obtain an estimated cumulative distribution function (CDF), which can then be used to generate corresponding credible intervals.
While such approaches can be good options when simple models will suffice, they are less suitable when employing (possibly extant) specialised models, such as (pre-trained) deep NN models. Unlike the case of classification, the posthoc calibration approach in regression has been left largely unexplored. Recently, [14] proposed a post-hoc approach that applies isotonic regression to match the predicted CDF and empirical frequency, so that the final results are better calibrated in the quantile sense.
While quantile-level calibration is useful in certain scenarios, it is defined uniformly over the entire input space and does not ensure calibration for a particular prediction, unlike the classification setting. For instance, a quantile-calibrated regressor cannot always guarantee that all instances receiving an estimated mean of µ and standard deviation σ are indeed distributed as a Gaussian distribution with the same moments. In this paper, we focus on a post-hoc method that aims to achieve distribution-level calibration and hence gives more accurate uncertainty information for a continuous target variable.
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Distribution Calibration for Regression Figure 1 . Applying quantile and distribution calibration on a synthetic dataset. The column on the left shows the true conditional PDF / CDF of the dataset, with the yellow points being the observed data. An ordinary linear regression is fitted to the data and the predictions are shown in the second column. An isotonic regression and a GP-BETA model are trained to calibrate the OLS outputs on quantile and distribution level respectively, giving the right two columns.
Figure 2. (Left Three)
The latent Beta parameters modelled by the GP, with red points representing the inducing points. The red shade shows the area for one standard deviation at each side. Notice here the x-axis represent the mean value predicted by the OLS, and hence corresponds to the y-axis in Fig. 1 . (Right) Calibration maps from GP-BETA and isotonic regression. GP-BETA is capable of predicting different calibration maps for different model output, the example shows three calibration maps at 0, 5, 7 respectively. Isotonic regression only gives a single calibration map for all model outputs, and it only aims to calibrate the marginal quantiles.
Our contributions are as follows:
1. We introduce the concept of distribution calibration, and demonstrate that being calibrated on a distributionlevel will naturally lead to calibrated quantiles. 2. We propose a multi-output Gaussian Process (GP)-based approach [1] to solve the task of post-hoc density calibration. This approach models the distribution over calibration parameters, and uses a novel Beta link function to calibrate any given regression outputs. An example is demonstrated in Fig. 2 . 3. To ensure the scalability of the model, we further provide a solution based on stochastic variational inference together with induced pseudo-points. 4. Finally, the proposed approach is experimentally analysed on different regression models including GP regression [24] and Bayesian NN (BNN) regression [5] .
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce calibration in the context of both classification and regression, together with some related post-hoc calibration approaches. Sec. 3 defines density-level calibration and discusses some theoretical properties. The proposed calibration approach is described in Sec. 4. Experimental analysis is shown in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6 concludes.
Background and Definitions
Throughout this paper, X and Y are random variables over spaces X and Y, where X represents the input features of an instance and Y is the corresponding target value. In k-class classification Y is categorical with Y = {1, . . . , k}.
Post-hoc calibration applies if there is a (pre-trained) probabilistic model, which inputs the feature values and outputs a probability distribution over the target value. We use the notation f : X → S Y to denote such a probabilistic model, where S Y is a space of probability distributions over Y. s i = 1. The idea of post-hoc calibration is to learn a transformation, which takes in the probability distribution as output by the model, and transforms it so that the resulting probability distribution would be better calibrated. Intuitively, being calibrated means some kind of an agreement between predicted distribution and actual empirical distribution. Next, we will see how existing work has instantiated this intuitive notion for classification and regression, and propose a new notion of being distribution-calibrated for regressors.
Calibration in Classification
Classification calibration is defined as follows [15] : Definition 1 (Calibrated Classifier). Assume we have a pair of jointly distributed random variables (X, Y ) over X and Y = {1, . . . , k}, and a model f : X → S Y . Denoting S = f(X) as the random vector of predicted class probabilities, f is said to be calibrated iff ∀s = [s 1 , . . . , s k ] ∈ S Y , the following holds:
Alternative definitions exist, e.g. [9] require the accuracy on all instances with the same confidence level (highest predicted probability across classes) to agree with the confidence value.
As mentioned above, some models tend to give uncalibrated outputs due to certain computational heuristics or unrealistic assumptions. Some post-hoc approaches are hence proposed to adjust such outputs to yield better calibrated probabilities. Broadly speaking, most post-hoc approaches can be formalised as a calibration map c : S Y → S Y . In the binary classification case, a calibration map can be seen as a function c : [0, 1] → [0, 1], transforming the probability of class 1, as the class 2 is simply the complement. The calibration map can then be visualised in a unit square as in Fig. 2 (Right). We hence proceed by introducing two illustrated calibration approaches for binary classification.
Isotonic calibration is a powerful non-parametric method based on isotonic regression along with a simple iterative algorithm called Pool Adjacent Violators (PAV), which finds the train-optimal regression line (calibration map) among all non-decreasing functions [33, 4] . The method calibrates a model by recursively averaging neighbouring non-monotonic scores, so that a piece-wise constant nondecreasing calibration map is obtained at the end. The main issue with isotonic calibration is that it is prone to overfitting on smaller datasets.
Beta calibration [16] is a recently proposed parametric approach for calibration of probabilistic two-class classifiers. The method has been derived from the assumption that among all instances of any one of the classes, the predicted probability to belong to class 1 is distributed according to a Beta distribution. Then, the calibration map as a transformation of the predicted probability to belong to class 1, can be shown to have the following parametric form:
where Φ(z) = (1 + e −z ) −1 is the logistic sigmoid function, a, b and c are parameters depending on the Beta parameters, as well as the marginal class distribution P(Y ). Beta calibration has the advantage of being naturally defined as a valid calibration map on the interval [0, 1], while providing flexible shapes including sigmoids, inverse-sigmoids, and the identity map (i.e. no transformation is applied), as shown in Fig. 2 (right). Experimentally, it has been shown to provide good calibration results on various binary models such as AdaBoost, Support Vector Machines, and NNs [16, 17] .
Quantile-Calibrated Regression
In regression, calibration has been traditionally addressed through quantiles [11, 26, 32, 3, 14] . The goal of a quantile regression model is for a given instance with feature vector x and for a given quantile τ ∈ [0, 1], to find an estimatê
The definition of calibrated quantile regression can then be given as: Definition 2 (Quantile-Calibrated Regressor). Suppose we have a pair of jointly distributed random variables (X, Y ) over X and Y ⊆ R, and a quantile regression model
as the random variable of the τ -quantile predictions, g is said to be quantile-calibrated iff, ∀τ ∈ [0, 1], the following holds:
Motivated by the above definition, [14] introduces a quantile calibration map, which maps any quantile τ
After applying this calibration map, the obtained quantile regression model is indeed quantile-calibrated, as g cal (X, c(τ )) = g(X, τ ) and therefore,
To learn the mapping c, [14] use isotonic regression in the following way. Denoting by τ i the quantile which corresponds to the actual target value y i of the training instance x i , the proposed method starts by collecting the empirical
is the indicator function), that quantifies the proportion of instances receiving a CDF value no greater than each given τ i . Isotonic regression can then be applied to learn a mapping using the gathered pairs (τ i ,τ i ) n i=1 to provide better calibrated quantiles according to the collected empirical frequency. Remark 1 (Global vs Local Calibration). Comparing Def. 1 with Def. 2, we see that classification is defined through a conditional probability, while for quantile regression it is only through a marginal probability. If a calibrated classifier provides a prediction with probability vector s, then on average over all cases with the same prediction, the corresponding targets are distributed according to s. In contrast, if a quantile-calibrated regression model provides a prediction with some empirical moments (e.g. mean and variance), then we cannot claim that on average over all cases with the same predicted moments, the target variable would indeed have a distribution with the same true moments. This is because a marginal probability only considers the problem on a global level, which only guarantees the quantile to be calibrated averaged over all predictions. This property becomes a disadvantage when the goal is to quantify the uncertainties on each individual prediction. To mirror more closely the classification case, we next propose a stronger definition of calibration for regression.
Distribution-Calibrated Regression
The following definition originates from the same principle as Def. 1 for classification, in the sense that the distribution of the target variable Y is required to agree with the output of the model conditioned on the output of the model. We first choose S Y to consist of all possible probability distribution functions (PDFs) over a real-valued target variable. Note that by this we are restricting ourselves to working with absolutely continuous distributions.
Definition 3 (Distribution-Calibrated Regressor). Suppose we have a pair of jointly distributed random variables (X, Y ) over X and Y ⊆ R, and a model f : X → S Y . Denoting S = f(X) as the random variable of model predictions, f is said to be distribution-calibrated if and only if ∀s ∈ S Y , ∀y ∈ Y, the following equality holds:
In particular, this definition implies that if a calibrated model predicts a distribution with some mean µ and variance σ 2 , then it means that on average over all cases with the same prediction the mean of the target is µ and variance is σ 2 .
Next, we show that if the probabilistic regression model is distribution-calibrated then for any τ ∈ [0, 1] extracting the τ -quantile from the output distribution results in a quantilecalibrated regressor.
is the probability measure corresponding to the distribution f(x). Then g is quantile-calibrated.
Proof. First let us prove that g exists. Since f(x) is absolutely continuous then its CDF is continuous. As it is monotonic in the range [0, 1] it achieves all values, including τ . Therefore, the required y exists for any x and τ and so g is correctly defined. It remains to prove that P(Y ≤ g(X, τ )) = τ for any τ ∈ [0, 1]. As f is distribution-calibrated then for any s ∈ S Y we get P(Y = y | f(X) = s) = s(y) for any y. Combining this over all y ≤ g(X, τ ) and considering that g(X, τ ) is uniquely determined by f(X),
On the other hand, since P(Y ≤ G τ ) = τ doesn't provide any information about P(Y ≤ G τ | f(X) = s), we don't necessarily get a distribution-calibrated model from a quantile calibrated model.
While we have provided the definition of distribution calibration and shown its relationship to quantile calibration, we now demonstrate the quantitative benefits for any model being calibrated on a distribution level. The metric we adopt is the negative log likelihood (NLL), also known as the log-loss in the context of proper scoring rules [6] .
As shown in [15] , the expected NLL can be decomposed into the following two terms:
where
The first term is commonly known as the calibration loss and the latter term is the so called refinement loss. Once a model is trained, the latter term becomes fixed, as the distribution over S is learnt. Therefore, the whole expectation can be minimised if and only if the formal KL divergence becomes 0 everywhere, which indicates calibrated distributions as we defined. In general, distribution-level calibration ensures we have the most accurate uncertainty from the model predictions of the targets receiving the same prediction. Such calibration properties allow us to make optimal decisions for each individual prediction.
Methodology
The proposed idea is to use Beta calibration maps to transform CDFs of the distributions output by the regressor, similarly as isotonic maps are used by [14] . Unlike [14] , we learn a GP to predict the parameters a, b, c of the Beta calibration map from the mean and variance as predicted by the regressor. Let us now look into these steps in more detail.
Beta link function for regression
We first adopt the parametric Beta calibration map family [16, 17] Beta calibration map applies to the CDFs, while in order to later learn a GP we will need to know the transformation as a link function which directly applies to the PDFs. To derive this Beta link function, we need to differentiate the new CDF obtained after applying Beta calibration map c β .
Denoting the quantile by q y , the differentiation results in the following:
where r β (q) is the link function that we were looking for:
Here a, b and c are the parameters of Beta calibration. This link function acts as a density ratio between the calibrated PDF and the original PDF as output by the regressor.
A sufficient and necessary condition for the ratio to be nonnegative is a ≥ 0 and b ≥ 0, which is the same condition as required to have a monotonically increasing Beta calibration map c β . Similarly, the parameter setting a = 1, b = 1 and c = 0 gives a constant ratio of 1 (e.g. no adjustment on the PDF), corresponding to the identify calibration map of c β . Furthermore, as it is defined over the CDF, r β has the advantage of always yielding normalised distribution after the multiplication, which can otherwise only be achieved through constrained optimisation for common models in the field of density ratio estimation [31] .
The GP-BETA Model
With r β being defined as above, intuitively, the next step to achieve distribution calibration is to construct a model that maps any regression output (µ i , σ i ) into a set of Beta calibration parameters (a i , b i , c i ). However, the main challenge of this approach is that, during training, for each (µ i , σ i ) we normally only observe a single target value y i , which is not enough to learn a good calibration map on the whole distribution. Therefore, we seek to borrow the observed values from other regression outputs that are close to (µ i , σ i ), which leads to the choice of the GP, a widely adopted nonparametric method within the Bayesian framework.
The proposed model can be formalised in the following way. We first assume, that there are three latent functions that are jointly distributed with respect to a multi-output GP [1, 27, 19] , corresponding to the parameters a, b, c of Beta calibration:
where k is the kernel (covariance) function on the regression output distributions, and B is a 3 × 3 coregionalisation matrix modelling the covariance among the outputs.
Regarding the choice of k, here we refer to the well developed area of kernel mean embedding [20] . The idea is to use a kernel function to map each distribution into a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), the embedding can then be applied to problems like the two sample test [8] and distribution regression [18] . Notice that in distribution regression the task is to predict a target variable from a distribution variable, in our model the task is further generalised to infer a distribution over functions from a distribution variable, for the purpose of calibration.
Calculating the embedding/kernel value generally requires Monte-Carlo samples from the candidate distributions, but can also be analytic under certain combinations of distributions. Here we choose the univariate Gaussian embedding with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel [29] : . (9) Observe that if we set σ 1 = σ 2 = 0, the kernel reduces to a RBF kernel defined over (µ 1 , µ 2 ).
Given n training points (µ, σ) = (µ 1 , σ 1 ), . . . , (µ n , σ n ) , a Gaussian likelihood on (w
can then be written as: (10) where N is the likelihood function of multivariate Gaussian, K is the n by n kernel matrix obtained by applying k on (µ, σ). B is the coregionalisation matrix introduced above, while ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. w a = [w While the form above gives a clear representation of the coregionalisation structure, we use C = K ⊗ B for the rest of the paper for convenience,
For target values y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ), we can now plug in our Beta link:
where q yi and s yi represent the Gaussian PDF value and CDF value at y i given µ i and σ i , r
β is the link with parameters a i , b i , and c i given as:
The exponential function enforces the non-negative constraints on a and b. The hyperparameters (γ · , δ · ) control the link function at the 0-mean GP prior. For distribution calibration, a reasonable prior is to use the identity calibration map, indicating that we should not adjust the density functions before seeing any data. However, while at the prior we have −e E(w
c ) = 0 corresponding to the identity map, the Gaussian variance together with the non-linear transform will distort the calibration map after marginalising w i . While this distortion cannot be prevented analytically, we use the hyperparameters above to reduce the level of distortion, and optimise them during training time, in the spirit of empirical Bayes methods [25] .
Scalable Inference
We have defined p(y | µ, σ) in Eq. (11); however the integral is analytically intractable due to the non-linearity in the link function, which makes optimising the hyperparameters challenging. Furthermore, given a test instance (µ , σ ), the calibrated density value at s (y) are also intractable:
Finally, operations on the kernel matrix also present computational challenges as the number of data points grows.
These issues are analogous to the ones seen in GP classification, which also needs to integrate over a Gaussian likelihood to get a non-Gaussian likelihood, as well as dealing with computations on the kernel matrix.
We therefore introduce the scalable inference scheme as proposed in [10] , together with the Monte-Carlo gradients approach to address the intractable integration on the link function. The inference scheme starts with placing a number of m induced pseudo points as in [28, 21] , denoting as (µ u , σ u ), from which we obtain a Gaussian prior N(u | 0, C u ), with C u being a 3m by 3m covariance matrix obtained from the kernel function and coregionalisation matrix. The task is then to approximate a Gaussian posterior q(u | m u , V u ) with the parameters m u and V u , the evidence lower bound as seen in common variational inference approaches:
where we omit the dependence on the inputs for simplicity. While the KL-divergence can be computed analytically, the expectation E q(u) [ln p(y | u)] still remains intractable, as it requires the computation of ln w p(y | w)p(w | u)dw. As a solution, in [10] the authors propose to apply the Jensen inequality again to obtain a further bound:
where C, C u are as before, C wu is the 3n by 3m kernel matrix between the training points and the inducing points.
We can now compute the the expectation E q(w) [ln p(y | w)] via Monte-Carlo samples. In fact, each ln p(y i | w i ) can be efficiently computed via three-dimensional Gaussian samples by selecting the corresponding m wi and V wi , and performing a reparameterization trick:
with being random samples generated from a three dimensional unit Gaussian. Such a reparameterization allows us to compute the gradient over m wi , V wi through the Monte-Carlo integration, which can then be used to opti-mise all the parameters and hyperparameters. In general, for the whole model we have the following parameters to optimise: the kernel parameters (θ, B), the varational parameters (m u , V u ), link parameters (γ, δ), and the locations for the inducing points (µ u , σ u ). Additionally, as suggested by [10] , we replace the parameter V u by its Cholesky factor to ensure V u to be always positive definite. The overall model can be computed efficiently using modern frameworks supporting automatic differentiation, and can be easily scaled via both online and distributed training using stochastic gradient descent. To predict a new test instance, the procedure duplicates the one given in Eq. (12): we first compute mean and covariance of w at the test point, then compute the calibrated densities through Monte-Carlo integration.
The overall computational cost includes the cost of calculating the KL-bound (same as in [10] ) and the cost of Monte-Carlo integration within gradient calculation. During training time, for m inducing points, computing the KL bound requires O(m 3 ). Computing the link function and its gradient on a batch takes O(n * l), where n is the size of the mini-batch, and l is the number of Monte-Carlo samples. At prediction time, a single instance will cost O(m 2 + l). Both l and m can be selected by the user, so the overall time cost is manageable on personal computers and can be significantly shortened using common deep learning frameworks with GPU acceleration.
Experiments
We now provide emperical analysis of the GP-BETA method in the context of distribution calibration.
Synthetic data. As shown in Fig. 1 , we generate the synthetic dataset of 360 points via an equal mixture of two univariate linear models: y = 0.5x + ; and y = , with ∼ N(0, √ 2), uniformly sampled within [−10, 40]. The applied OLS tends to fit a line in the centre as it can only model a uni-modal Gaussian conditional density.
We apply both isotonic regression and GP-BETA to examine their behaviour under such a scenario. The CDF is almost unaffected after applying the isotonic approach, due to the fact that the original OLS was close to being (marginally) quantile calibrated. Careful inspection shows some fluctuating patterns in the PDFs, caused by the step-wise nature of isotonic regression. Isotonic calibration leads to non-smooth PDFs after calibrating the quantiles.
Finally, we analyse the results obtained from a GP-BETA model with 32 inducing points. The model is trained using the ADAM optimiser with a learning rate of 0.01. The resulting PDF is able to capture the high density region around the bottom left region, where the two original linear models overlap. Towards the right side, the GP-BETA model is able to recover the bi-modal nature from the true conditional density, only having access to the Gaussian distribution predicted by the OLS. On the CDF, we can observe that the GP-BETA model is able to adjust CDF on different scales conditioning on the original model output, which gives better recovery of the true CDF. This result can be further illustrated through Fig. 2 . As the figure indicates, the GP-BETA model provides different estimations for each given output. Corresponding calibration maps can hence be obtained via Monte-Carlo samples as mentioned previously, from which we show three examples on the right of Fig. 2 . This helps us to further demonstrate the purpose of distribution calibration. As the isotonic approach only aims for calibrating the quantiles, it uses the same calibration map on each model output, and provides limited improvements for quantifying model uncertainty in the case of our synthetic dataset. GP-BETA, on the other hand, is designed to work towards calibrated distributions, which by definition requires conditional calibration maps.
Real world datasets. We focus on three evaluation measures: (i) predictive negative log likelihood (NLL), (ii) mean squared error (MSE), and (iii) pinball loss (PBL). As discussed previously, for a pre-trained model, the NLL will be minimised if a model achieves density-level calibration. MSE, on the other hand, is a generic measure to evaluate a model's predictive performance. Pinball loss commonly used to train and evaluate the calibration of quantiles [3] , and is defined as follows:
Pinball loss is an asymmetric loss where the overestimation loss and underestimation loss are weighted with the predicted quantiles, and hence specified for each given quantile. In the following experiments we calculate the averaged loss from the quantiles of 0.05 to 0.95, in increments of 0.05.
We select the following four regression models: 1. OLS regression, 2. Bayesian Ridge Regression (BRR), 3. GP Regression (GPR), and 4. BNNs.
The first two models provide uniform variance estimates for each instance; BRR optimises the variance using an inverse-gamma prior. The later two provide variance estimates for each instance. While GPR is derived within the non-parametric Bayesian framework, the NN model doesn't provide uncertainty estimations by default, but through the use of dropout approximations, we can obtain some form of uncertainty around the observations [5] .
The experiments are applied on the following UCI datasets (sizes in parentheses): Table 1 . Predictive performance with the different base models, the lowest loss is shown in bold.
Energy (19735).
The exception is GPR, where we limit the maximal dataset size to 1000 data points, due to the computational complexity of GPs. All the experiments use a random (0.75, 0.25) train-test split, with both the base model and calibrators trained on the same set. During prediction time, 4096 points with equal distance are selected from µ min − 8 σ max to µ max + 8 σ max , where µ min , µ max are the minimal and maximal predicted mean values in the training set, and σ max is the maximal of the predicted standard deviation. This ensures that we cover nearly the whole predicted and calibrated densities, allowing the expected value to be approximated through the trapezoid rule.
For the NNs, we use the same setting as in [14] , which is a 2-layer fully-connected structure with 128 hidden units per layer and ReLU activation. The dropout rate is set to 0.5, default weight decay of 10 −4 and the length scale of 1.0 are used to approximate the mean and variance following the results given in [5] .
We run GP-BETA with 8, 16, 32 and 64 inducing points, batch size of 128, and 64 Monte-Carlo samples per batch to compute the objective function and the gradient. The parameters are again optimised using ADAM with a learning rate of 0.001. The results are given in Tab. 1, showing that for most cases the GP-BETA model is capable of improving the results on all the three evaluation measures. GP-BETA didn't show improvements in some cases for dataset 3, which has about 20000 instances. Increasing the number of inducing points can be potentially beneficial in such cases according existing sparse GP literature. Another observation is on dataset 4 with GP as the base model, where the isotonic approach gives a significantly low NLL. This dataset has a target distribution where about half of the target values are 0, there is a chance that the isotonic regression happens to assign a step change exactly or very close to 0, which results in a very high log-likelihood.
In summary, the GP-BETA method is clearly superior in the synthetic example where local calibration is required, and in most real-world examples. We also note that for NLL, which we argue is the most faithful metric for distribution calibration, GP-BETA almost always performs best irrespective of the choice of the number of inducing points.
Conclusions
While both calibration of classifiers and quantile regressors have been studied broadly, we introduce the idea of distribution calibration. Models that are well calibrated on a distribution level provide improved uncertainty quantification on the target variable, as well being calibrated on the quantile level.
Although distribution calibration is applicable to any conditional density estimator, we focus on a regression setting given its popularity in predictive machine learning tasks. We propose the GP-BETA approach which combines multioutput GPs with Beta calibration from binary classification, and distribution regression. The sparse variational inference scheme allows the model to scale to large datasets and shows strong empirical performance. Directions for further work include non-parametric calibration maps, and generalising the model to other forms of density estimation.
